Name: _____________________________________________

Form: _______________________

Dear Parents/Carers and Friends of the College,
Message from the Principal
Welcome to the latest edition of the college bulletin, which
seems to accurately portray a school ‗learning to live life to the
full‘. This month you can catch up on the reports from trips to
Italy, London and the Curve Theatre; read about the
achievements of some individuals at the college; reflect on
opportunities within music, drama and sport; take part in the
maths challenge or learn about our new reward system. You
need to be energetic at Brockington!
Aside from all the opportunities that we offer, we are under no
illusion that our main priority is pupil learning. Members of staff
are working extremely hard to support the pupils in this respect
and the evidence that we have from lesson observations, pupil
achievement data, work scrutiny and pupil/parent feedback,
clearly shows that this is the case and that we are going from
strength to strength. As well as through hard work, this is being
supported by many opportunities for staff training both within
and external to the college.
Several parents have asked me, ―What difference has
Academy Trust Status made to the college?‖ It has brought us
more flexibilities in how we work and we have used the money
available to us in order to improve teaching and learning. Two
new members of the Senior Leadership Team have brought
the capacity to drive the teaching and learning agenda and we
have been able to expand our teaching team to allow staff to
take up training and monitoring opportunities. This is directly
making a difference to pupil standards.
We recently held a Parents‘ Forum meeting, where those in
attendance were briefed on the latest news from the 11-16
consultation. We have currently had over 180 responses of
which 80% are in favour of conversion to 11-16 status. I will
obviously provide further feedback at the end of the
consultation period. Information was also shared with parents
on the feedback that parents had given at the recent Year 9
Consultation Evenings. This was extremely positive in all areas
with 99% of parents stating that their child is happy at the
college and 100% stating that their child feels safe at
Brockington. Our worst performance was in the area of
homework, although it was only 9% of parents that felt that the
amount of homework issued was not appropriate and this
figure has halved in the last twelve months. We went on to
discuss homework and noted comments from parents, which
we will use to further improve our systems. The next Parents‘
Forum meeting is on Tuesday 23 April at 7.00 pm and you will
be very welcome to attend.
It wouldn‘t be my usual report if I didn‘t update you on the
latest water situation. You will recall at the last time of

writing that we do not have e-coli contamination, but do
have a small amount of contamination that was proving
difficult to trace. At half-term, we have had four days of
work undertaken, including deep cleaning of our water
system. Tests have been carried out since this was
completed and we await results to hopefully confirm that
the water is completely clear of contamination.
You will be aware of the news that horsemeat has been
discovered in food supplies from several manufacturers.
There has also been concern that horsemeat has
infiltrated school meals. I wanted to inform you that the
Food Standards Agency has undertaken tests on meat
supplies and that the suppliers that we use are
completely clear of involvement in the use of horsemeat.
My final words go in praise of Karina Shah from Year 9
who is a Leicestershire Artist of the Year finalist and to
Lesley Reynolds, our Teaching Assistant, who is a Sky
Sports Teacher of the Year finalist.
Chris Southall

EMERGENCY CLOSURE OF COLLEGE
THROUGH SNOWFALL OR OTHER
EMERGENCY
Only in the last resort will the College be
closed.
Where the decision to close is made it will be
communicated to parents/carers via
Brockington College website
www.brockington.leics.sch.uk
Radio Leicester 104.9 FM
and (where possible) via our text messaging system.

Dates for Your Diary
Year 8 Consultation Evenings
Band 1:
Monday 18 March 2013 (BROCT)
Band 2:
Wednesday 20 March 2013 (KINGL)
Year 7 Consultation Evenings
Band 1:
Monday 13 May 2013 (BROCT)
Band 2:
Wednesday 15 May 2013 (KINGL)
Year 9 Commemoration Evening
Wednesday 3 July 2013
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BROCKINGTON MATTERS
Health & Safety-Medical Matters

Medication
We would like to bring to your attention that a number of pupils are still arriving in school ‗carrying‘
medication on them, without the necessary consent. In the interest of safety, ALL pupils required
to take medication whilst in school should have a completed medicines form, which is then filed in
the ‗First Aid‘ room. The form should be signed by their parent/carer as appropriate.
Our prime aim is to help keep your child safe, therefore we regret that we are unable to administer ANY
medication that is not consented to, nor are we able to supply Paracetamol or Ibruprofen. All medicines should
be supplied by you.

Download forms available on the Brockington website (under Health or Documents). Please print,
complete and hand in at reception or ask for a form at reception. www.brockington.leics.sch.uk/

I n h a l

e r

s

ALL pupils who use inhalers should keep them on them at ALL TIMES, they should be
LABELLED with their name and form group (in-case lost). Please ensure that the school is
informed that your child needs an inhaler in school in case of emergency! You are welcome to
provide a spare inhaler in case of emergencies, to be kept in the medical room.

Injury or Illness at Home
To ensure a correct diagnosis, if your child has sustained an injury or has been poorly at home,
please note that we have a ‗FIRST AID ROOM‘ but do not run a ‗medical
clinic,‘ therefore please seek consultation from either A/E, G.P. or other
medical professional as appropriate, before sending your child into school.

Emergency Contact Numbers



Please can you ensure that your emergency
contact details are up to date as these are also needed by
Emergency Practitioners. Please ask to speak to our Data Manager Mrs Jacquie
Barnes, for updates.
If you have any queries or questions or are unsure what to do, please do not hesitate
to call, we will be happy to assist.
Thank you for your assistance, Mrs Williamson – Health Coordinator

Latest School Catering News
Identity cards must be used to purchase anything from the Canteen or Cindy‘s Pantry, no cash is allowed.
Should your child forget their identity card they can purchase a lunch voucher from the office.
If a pupil has no card or cash, the office will lend them a lunch voucher after contacting a parent/carer. The lunch voucher
is payable the next school day at the office.
All identity cards must show the pupil‘s name and photograph. Any defaced cards used will not be returned and will need
replacing at a cost of £3.50.

Reminder
In the interests of other pupils with nut allergies, please do not include nuts or nut products in your child‘s
packed lunch. Thank you.
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Carrot Rewards
From the beginning of the Spring Term 2013 Brockington has begun an exciting new chapter in its
use of rewards by introducing Carrot Rewards. Traditionally, pupils have received individual paper
Merits to reward good work, positive conduct or minor service to the college whilst Commendations
have been issued for excellence in these areas. Merits and Commendations have served the College
well, allowing members of staff to recognise efforts made by pupils – however in recent years it has
become apparent that the effectiveness of Merits as a reward is reduced as pupils get older and
move through the school. As such, Mr Clark has spent a significant amount of time and effort
investigating a variety of alternative methods to reward pupils and the school eventually selected
Carrot Rewards as our preferred method to deliver Merits to pupils.
Carrot Rewards are issued on exactly the same basis as traditional Merits – to reward good work,
behaviour or conduct. However, unlike the paper Merit, Carrot Rewards Merits use a combination of
printed rewards and integrated online technology to help engage and motivate pupils. Rather than
passing pupils a paper Merit, a member of staff will now stick a Carrot Rewards sticker into the
homework planner of the child in question. Each pupil has an online account with Carrot Rewards and
they then log on at their leisure (at home or in the school Library or one of the Computer Clubs at
lunchtime) and input a unique code from the sticker. This code is then used to add points to the
account of that child. Pupils accumulate the points for Merits, rewards and participation in teams,
clubs, House and enrichment activities. Pupils also receive four Carrot Rewards Merits for a
Commendation, although they do still receive the certificate too! These points can then be used to
improve an avatar (a virtual character) owned by the pupil. Pupils are also entered into national and
school-based draws for actual prizes to further reward their effort and behaviour – in fact, a tablet PC
will be the first prize issued at Brockington in the coming months. To encourage friendly competition,
pupils also have access to league tables of pupils with the highest number of Carrot Reward Merits.
Carrot Rewards will also allow staff to easily keep track of work related learning taking place across
all subjects and in a variety of other settings across the college. Using the Carrot Rewards website,
staff can easily create league tables of pupils who have received merits, sorted by class, subject,
year, House and school. The system also allows us to continue our rigorous monitoring of effort
across the College.
We are certain that pupils will enjoy collecting the Carrot Rewards Merits and we hope that they
continue to motivate our pupils as they excel at Brockington.

Competition Winner
Congratulations to Monique Daniels (7I)
who became the lucky competition winner
of the Kindle Fire.
Monique‘s name was randomly selected
from the 306 pupils who qualified for the
competition with every merit earned
representing a chance to win.
Well Done Monique!
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100% Attendance
Once again, a large number of Brockington pupils have successfully achieved 100% attendance during the last half term.
Of all pupils at the college, a whopping 58% were present all day, every day from Christmas through to the February half
term. Each of the following pupils will receive 5 Carrot Reward Points, automatically added to their account, and a
Commendation to reward their fantastic rate of attendance.
Arnold, Joseph

7BHFP

Johnson, Emma

7GKBN

Bramley, Alex

7LHAB

Bates, Jessica

7BHFP

7LHAB

7BHFP
7BHFP
7BHFP

Ho, Serena

7LHAB

Leach, Sam

7LHAB

Mistry, Ravi

7LHAB

Button, Craig
Dean, Chloe

7BHFP
7BHFP

Monk, Thomas

7LHAB

O'Brien, Conor

7LHAB

Geisler, Josef
Gittins, Jack
Handford, Henry

7BHFP
7BHFP
7BHFP

Oliver, Archy

7LHAB

Piccinno, Luca

7LHAB

Root, Chloe

7LHAB

Harriman, Abby
Hawes, Lily
Jarvis, Denver

7BHFP
7BHFP
7BHFP

Saunders, Erin

7LHAB

Uncles, Adam

7LHAB

Waddington, James

7LHAB

Keenan, Thom
Lobosco, Adriana

7BHFP
7BHFP

Wallbank, Maisie

7LHAB

Willis, Rebecca

7LHAB

Roe, Jack
Starie, Olivia
Swain, Bethany

7BHFP
7BHFP
7BHFP

Buick, Esther

7NIPO

Dehal, Prabhjot

7NIPO

Francis, Megan

7NIPO

Turlington, Luke
Veitch, Cameron
Wain, Harry

7BHFP
7BHFP
7BHFP

Hindmarsh, John

7NIPO

Kainth, Jaskiran

7NIPO

Khan, Arbaz

7NIPO

Walton, Grace
Ablitt, Harriette

7BHFP
7CWTL

Kilby, Joseph

7NIPO

Lapworth, Jessica

7NIPO

Betts, Stefan
Buswell, Isaac

7CWTL
7CWTL

Lavery-Allcroft, Lily

7NIPO

Marchmont, Angus

7NIPO

Dimouamoua, Daryl-Dorian
Foley, Georgia

7CWTL
7CWTL

McCullough, Jack

7NIPO

Murphy, Luke

7NIPO

Lenton, Jamie-Lee
Mackness, Cara

7CWTL
7CWTL

Rawson, Jack

7NIPO

Royce, Kyle

7NIPO

Milne, Taylor
Mirza, Jacian
Murphy, Mia

7CWTL
7CWTL
7CWTL

Smith, Tyler

7NIPO

Vegamwala, Neera

7NIPO

Wardle, Joseph

7NIPO

Norton, Gabriella
Pattni, Bhavika
Riley, Francesca

7CWTL
7CWTL
7CWTL

Wilcox, Ashleigh

7NIPO

Wilkins, David

7NIPO

Wood, Kaye

7NIPO

Spence, Noah
Stone, Paige

7CWTL
7CWTL

Algate, Lewis

7OIJC

Alleston, Lewis

7OIJC

Atkins, Dylan
Bailey, Adam
Bent, Shaun

7GKBN
7GKBN
7GKBN

Berry, Sacha

7OIJC

Brown, Jamie-Lee

7OIJC

Donmez, Dilek

7OIJC

Bourne, Natasha
Dyson, Kimberley
Goward, Lewis

7GKBN
7GKBN
7GKBN

Sutton, Jessica

Fenwick, Joe

7OIJC

Heath, David

7OIJC

Hubbard, Lauren

7OIJC

Harbottle, Samuel

7GKBN

7OIJC

7GKBN

Waring, Jacob
Woore, Craig

Hulait, Arun

Harper, Joe

7GKBN
7GKBN
7GKBN
7GKBN
7GKBN
7GKBN
7GKBN
7IEEW
7IEEW
7IEEW
7IEEW
7IEEW
7IEEW
7IEEW
7IEEW
7IEEW
7IEEW
7IEEW
7IEEW
7IEEW
7IEEW
7IEEW
7IEEW
7KALI
7KALI
7KALI
7KALI
7KALI
7KALI
7KALI
7KALI
7KALI
7KALI
7KALI
7KALI
7KALI
7KALI
7KALI
7KALI
7KALI
7KALI
7KALI
7KALI
7KALI

Harrison, Joshua

Bingley, Sam
Bozon, William
Buswell, Shannon

Knight, Alicia
Moseley, Laila
Patel, Devina
Power, Freya
Rathbone, Adam
Stubbs, Evie
Waterfield, Charlotte
Blanksby, Beth
Bouzaida, Amna
Bownes, Corrine
Brailsford, Taylor
Chan, Sean
Daniels, Monique
Dawson, Aimée
Down, Samuel
Gamble, Liam
Goodson, Cerys
Morris, Bradley
Sangherra, Simran
Stretton, Jake
Summers, Jack
Thorpe, Lewis
Williamson, Jack
Brookes, Alisha
Christie-Smith, Thomas
Dhillon, Simran
Dobson, Natalia
Faulkner, Charlotte
Finnigan, Gabriel
Hill, James
Hoban, Carrie
Metcalf, Lewis
Miller, Jacob
Norris, Matthew
Preston, Guillaume
Punshon, Alex

Hussain, Ahlena

7OIJC

Holt, Shayleigh

7GKBN

Braker, Rebekah

7LHAB

Johnson, Robbie

7OIJC

Routley, Tianna
Smalley, Joseph
Smith, Megan
Tildesley, Zak
Walton, Rafe
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100% Attendance
Once again, a large number of Brockington pupils have successfully achieved 100% attendance during the last half term.
Of all pupils at the college, a whopping 58% were present all day, every day from Christmas through to the February half
term. Each of the following pupils will receive 5 Carrot Reward Points, automatically added to their account, and a
Commendation to reward their fantastic rate of attendance.
Kotecha, Kyle

7OIJC

Leake, Oliver

7OIJC

Lund, Thomas
Merrall, Ben

7OIJC
7OIJC

Murrell, Madison

7OIJC

Parsons, Samantha

7OIJC

Plant, Joel

7OIJC

Rathbone, Victoria

7OIJC

Savage, Charlie

7OIJC

Yates, Charlie

7OIJC

Anderson, Lauren

7RCMG

Brown, Jamal

7RCMG

Graham, Jacob

7RCMG

Jeffcott, Holly

7RCMG

Laxton, Megan

7RCMG

Leach, Kathryn

7RCMG

Meek, Edward

7RCMG

Ogden, Georgia

7RCMG

Phillips, Charlotte

7RCMG

Portas, Samuel

7RCMG

Reed, Katie

7RCMG

Royce, Kieran

7RCMG

Smalley, Benjamin

7RCMG

Walker, Elliott

7RCMG

Wormleighton, Patrick

7RCMG

Bissett, Luke

7TSJP

Booth, Amy

7TSJP

Carter, Molly

7TSJP

English, Madeleine

7TSJP

Faruk, Ameera

7TSJP

Gamble, James

7TSJP

Gibson-Bell, Mia

7TSJP

Halstead, Chloe

7TSJP

Harris, Connor

7TSJP

Kumagai, James

7TSJP

Mackinder, James

7TSJP

Marcus, Thomas

7TSJP

Allen, Emily

8BKJD

Hames, Ryan

8IMG

Bownes, Chantelle

8BKJD

Kellock, Caitlin

8IMG

Creed, Ellie

8BKJD

McCabe, Megan

8IMG

Dawson, Katie

8BKJD

Parker, William

8IMG

Dhillon, Manvir

8BKJD

Patel, Jaisal

8IMG

Elahi, Faizan

8BKJD

Sandhu, Nicholas

8IMG

Fairhurst, Mitchell

8BKJD

Sanghera, Ravin

8IMG

Flinn, Jacob

8BKJD

Taylor, Lauren

8IMG

Henson, Ryan

8BKJD

Aldridge, Jasmine

8KDAP

Kirby, Georgie

8BKJD

Burton, Hannah

8KDAP

Martin, Rebecca

8BKJD

Chapman-Wale, Hayden

8KDAP

McCarron, Alex

8BKJD

Coleman, Maxwell

8KDAP

Panesar, Bhagveer

8BKJD

Hastings, Jack

8KDAP

Singh, Karandeep

8BKJD

Higginson, Olivia

8KDAP

Wenlock, Nicole

8BKJD

Hill, Phoebe

8KDAP

Crofts, Isabel

8CGEA

Hipwell, Kelsey

8KDAP

Davis, James

8CGEA

Holland, Xavier

8KDAP

Gallagher, Brad

8CGEA

King, George

8KDAP

Girn, Aaron

8CGEA

McConnell, Kerrie

8KDAP

Hyde, Regan

8CGEA

Mycroft, Alice

8KDAP

Alton, Lydia

8GLIS

Patel, Harsh

8KDAP

Atkar, Trinajeet

8GLIS

Rai, Rajan

8KDAP

Garland, Paige

8GLIS

Sharman Lowe, Henry

8KDAP

Hare, Georginda

8GLIS

Smith, Lucy

8KDAP

Haywood, Alastair

8GLIS

Sorrentino, Isabella

8KDAP

Kaur, Pavleen

8GLIS

Webster, Paige

8KDAP

Mehta, Alisha

8GLIS

Bailey, Holly

8LLRI

Richardson, Jude

8GLIS

Bailey, Mason

8LLRI

Scholes, Lily

8GLIS

Carter, Tanniqua

8LLRI

Shergill, Karin

8GLIS

Colderick, Stephanie

8LLRI

Silke, George

8GLIS

Dalby, Nathan

8LLRI

Singh, Shantelle

8GLIS

Freeman, Benjamin

8LLRI

Swinburne, Kyle

8GLIS

Tailby, Joel

8GLIS

Jones, Charlie

8LLRI

Tebbutt, Harrison

8GLIS

Jones, Harri

8LLRI

Tighe, Joshua

8GLIS

Kendrick, Owen

8LLRI

Weston, Edward

8GLIS

Masters, Chloe-May

8LLRI

Whitehouse, Alex

8GLIS

Patel, Nadiyah

8LLRI

Wray, William

8GLIS

Sleath, Cameron

8LLRI

Bateman, India

8IMG

Smith, Laurence

8LLRI

Walker, Imogen

8LLRI

Bradford, Adam

8NTSC

Chauhan, Pooja

8NTSC

Gibbens, Lewis

8NTSC

Gibson, Elliott

8NTSC

Goddard, Thomas

8NTSC

Holubjowsky, Ella

8NTSC

Pegg, Izzie

7TSJP

Riddle, Joseph

7TSJP

Taylor, Sam

7TSJP

Buonanno, Rianna

8IMG

Treacy, Grace

7TSJP

Buxton, Kai

8IMG

Valimohamed, Abdul

7TSJP

Chan, Nathan

8IMG

Vallis-Sidwell, Bailey

7TSJP

Churcher, Lois

8IMG

Vassallo, Cristofer

7TSJP

Elliott, Lisa

8IMG

Warren, Ruby

7TSJP
Gee, Taylor

8IMG

Wollaston, Grace

7TSJP
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100% Attendance
Once again, a large number of Brockington pupils have successfully achieved 100% attendance during the last half term.
Of all pupils at the college, a whopping 58% were present all day, every day from Christmas through to the February half
term. Each of the following pupils will receive 5 Carrot Reward Points, automatically added to their account, and a
Commendation to reward their fantastic rate of attendance.
Kuzakwawo, Washington

8NTSC

Roberts, Joel

8TEZS

Sutton, Imogen

9CMJK

Lawrence, Austin

8NTSC

9CMJK

8NTSC

8TEZS
8TEZS

Webster, Jack

Lee, Molly

Rudge, Imogen
Singh, Bobby

Willson, Charlie

9CMJK

Rai, Gurnaik

8NTSC

Summerfield, Amy

8TEZS

Wilson, Charlotte

9CMJK

Shilcock, Taylor

8NTSC

Thomas, Daniel

8TEZS

Bradley, Jordan

9GDTF

Timperley, Olivia

8NTSC

Watson, Holleigh

8TEZS
8TEZS

9GDTF

8NTSC

Winterton, Hannah

Bramley, Callum

Tomkins, Connie

Clamp, Lucy

9GDTF

Walton, Aimee

8NTSC

Fairbrother, Georgina

9GDTF

Whitehead, Lewis

8NTSC

Blanksby, Jack

9BJLB

Griffith, Lucy

9GDTF

Ballard, Joshua

8OAMC

Carter, Harry

9BJLB

Haynes, Bradley

9GDTF

Bracey, Lauren

8OAMC

Christopher, Amarni

9BJLB

Ingham, Samuel

9GDTF

Crisp, Natalie

8OAMC

Cooley, Tom

9BJLB

Macrae, Ellie

9GDTF

Davey, Jack

8OAMC

Cooper, Kiera

9BJLB

Roberts, Jacob

9GDTF

Foran, Patrick

8OAMC

Elliott, Georgia

9BJLB

Saunders, Katie

9GDTF

Hart, Lauren

8OAMC

Hayward, Georgina

9BJLB

Shah, Karina

9GDTF

Jennings, Connor

8OAMC

Henry, Jordan

9BJLB

Sian, Sonia

9GDTF

Julian, Jack

8OAMC

Hoey, Joshua

9BJLB

Solanki, Rayan

9GDTF

Kanani, Rahul

8OAMC

Houseman, Amy

9BJLB

Theobald, Jake

9GDTF

Mistry, Reece

8OAMC

Kent, Charley

9BJLB

Wain, Elizabeth

9GDTF

Moyo, Theo

8OAMC

Kilby, Megan

9BJLB

Buick, Isaac

9IJAG

Rathbone, Grace

8OAMC

Lees, Tom

9BJLB

Burgin, Billy

9IJAG

Shiyal, Kishan

8OAMC

Milner, Leah

9BJLB

Crane, Danielle

9IJAG

Snowball, Josh

8OAMC

Nest-Coleman, Isabelle

9BJLB

Dobson, Georgia-May

9IJAG

Tew, Shauna

8OAMC

Parker, George

9BJLB

Freeman, Lauren

9IJAG

Waterson, Abbie

8OAMC

Pickering, Edan

9BJLB

Hart, Joe

9IJAG

Bailey, Molly

8RAMS

Smith, Alexandra

9BJLB

Lane, Miranda

9IJAG

Batchelor, Rhys

8RAMS

Armstrong, Jason

9CMJK

Lunn, Vanessa

9IJAG

Burfoot, Jake

8RAMS

Bailey, Laura

9CMJK

Macgilbert, Nathan

9IJAG

Chapman, Ross

8RAMS

Banton, Alex

9CMJK

Mirza, Yasmine

9IJAG

Cheema, Arish

8RAMS

Boreham, Jasmine

9CMJK

Mistry, Nimisha

9IJAG

Elton, Ricky

8RAMS

Burt, Kimberly

9CMJK

Rathbone, Jack

9IJAG

Graham, James

8RAMS

Burton, Josh

9CMJK

Smith, Rosie

9IJAG

Handford, Matthew

8RAMS

Corby, Joe

9CMJK

Smith, Ryan

9IJAG

Holland, Isabel

8RAMS

Cumiskay, Sarah

9CMJK

Starie, Claudia

9IJAG

Jefferies, Charlotte

8RAMS

Daniels, Maddison

9CMJK

Turlington, Emily

9IJAG

Power, Lucy

8RAMS

Dunkley, Connor

9CMJK

Brennan, Myles

9KJW

Snow, Lucy

8RAMS

Gilroy, Hannah

9CMJK

Dewick, Bradley

9KJW

Wan, Lewis

8RAMS

Green, James

9CMJK

Franks, Hannah

9KJW

Cobbin-Corser, Fay

8TEZS

Herron, Jonathan

9CMJK

Green, Chloe s

9KJW

Francis, Ellie

8TEZS

Hurst, Bethany

9CMJK

Grundy-Patel, Imogen

9KJW

Herbert, Bethany

8TEZS

Jarvis, Marakesh

9CMJK

Halford, Joel

9KJW

Jepson, Harvey

8TEZS

Lloyd, Reuben

9CMJK

Marchmont, Laura

9KJW

Maisuria, Jay

8TEZS

Mellors, Charlie

9CMJK

Marfleet, Ellie

9KJW

Meadows, James

8TEZS

Punshon, Emma

9CMJK

Neal, Benjamin

9KJW

Osborn, Jordan-Tyler

8TEZS

Rawlings, Amelia

9CMJK

Orton, Lewis

9KJW

Rathbone, Bobby

8TEZS

Rolfe, Isaac

9CMJK

Patel, Ryan

9KJW
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100% Attendance
Once again, a large number of Brockington pupils have successfully achieved 100% attendance during the last half term.
Of all pupils at the college, a whopping 58% were present all day, every day from Christmas through to the February half
term. Each of the following pupils will receive 5 Carrot Reward Points, automatically added to their account, and a
Commendation to reward their fantastic rate of attendance.
Peake, Harry

9KJW

Arnold, Samuel

9OCJJ

Mistry, Ritesh

9TJTM

Tempest, Lauren

9KJW

Atkins, Millie

9OCJJ

Moore, Gregory

9TJTM

Tuck, Benjamin

9KJW

Beasley, Kieren

9OCJJ

Park, Courtney

9TJTM

Wolski, Thomas

9KJW

Burbery, Frazer

9OCJJ

Rimmer, Devanne

9TJTM

Wood, Tommy

9KJW

Dalby, Megan

9OCJJ

Warren, Maisie

9TJTM

Wormleighton, Monica

9KJW

Fairgrieve, Leah

9OCJJ

Whitsey, Libby

9TJTM

Banner, Kieran

9LRFT

Gee, Victoria

9OCJJ

Fisher, Jack

9LRFT

Gill, Simran

9OCJJ

Franks, Jay

9LRFT

Goodson, Kieran

9OCJJ

Groocock, Shannon

9LRFT

Greasley, Ellie

9OCJJ

Hill, Olivia

9LRFT

Knight, Georgia

9OCJJ

Kelly, Sarah

9LRFT

Maboon, Teeraphat

9OCJJ

Kemmett, Michael

9LRFT

Marshall, Amy

9OCJJ

Leach, James

9LRFT

Patel, Priya

9OCJJ

Manley, Reiss

9LRFT

Seale, Joe

9OCJJ

Masters, Billy

9LRFT

Taylor, Connor

9OCJJ

Monk, Daniel

9LRFT

Charlesworth, Fern

9RJLW

Nealon, Sean

9LRFT

Gardiner, Faye

9RJLW

Parsons, Synjon

9LRFT

Gaza, Tafi

9RJLW

Quinn, Charlotte

9LRFT

Grubisic, Stefan

9RJLW

Rathbone, Ryan

9LRFT

Henson, Ethan

9RJLW

Stratford, Curtis

9LRFT

Hickling, Megan

9RJLW

Sutton, Anna

9LRFT

Holt, James

9RJLW

Timson, Lewis

9LRFT

Jahangir, Sahil

9RJLW

Woodward, Emma

9LRFT

Khalid, Haythem

9RJLW

Balhatchet, Chloe

9NHEB

Millband, Jack

9RJLW

Baraclough, Leanne

9NHEB

Moulding, Isobel

9RJLW

Berry, Calum

9NHEB

Pabani, Zak

9RJLW

Bishop, Morgan

9NHEB

Prime, Katie

9RJLW

Bradford, Ishmael

9NHEB

Rawlings, Jade

9RJLW

Coleman, Abbie

9NHEB

Royer, Rebecca

9RJLW

Escott, George

9NHEB

Thickpenny, Lewis

9RJLW

Graham, Alfie

9NHEB

Walker, Bethany

9RJLW

Green, Rebecca

9NHEB

Whitworth, Natalie

9RJLW

Hall, Nathan

9NHEB

Yates, Cameron

9RJLW

Houseman, Katie

9NHEB

Canavan, Orla

9TJTM

Kinyanjui, Sandra

9NHEB

Causier, Martha

9TJTM

Mayes, Reanne

9NHEB

Clegg, Alicia

9TJTM

Morley, Chloe

9NHEB

Cottis, James

9TJTM

Pedley, Robyn

9NHEB

Cowe, Ellie

9TJTM

Shuter, Joseph

9NHEB

Franzen, Lewis

9TJTM

Sraw, Kam

9NHEB

Harris-Brotherhood, Sophie

9TJTM

Sunnar, Malkeet

9NHEB

Horton, Benjamin

9TJTM

Uppal, Shane

9NHEB

Lovett, Kyle

9TJTM

Winkless, Nathan

9NHEB

Metcalf, Joseph

9TJTM
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Voice it!

As a result of the feedback we received on our ‗Anti Bullying‘ Survey last
year, we have launched two new systems designed to make it easier for pupils to log their
concerns about Bullying, Anti Social Behaviour or any other concerns about pupils or behaviour
in and around the college. The first system is accessed through the school website, where pupils can email
the pastoral team (either anonymously or they can provide their name). You can find this by looking at the
pupil pages in the ‗Care, Guidance and Support‘ section of the website. The email is checked on a daily basis
and then steps are taken to deal with the issues highlighted. The second, similar, system is ran through the
‗Voice it‘ boxes, which are located outside of the Pastoral Office and in the library. Pupils can fill in a form,
available in the library, or the front of reception, (some tutors also have forms available in their tutor rooms)
and then place it in the box. Again, they can be anonymous or they can give their name.
So far the systems are proving successful. We have found that it has removed the barrier for some pupils, the
hardest step can often be telling someone what is wrong, this is much easier to do and much less daunting
when it doesn‘t have to be face to face!
Please keep using the system and keeping us informed. If we are aware we can act, if we don‘t know about
the issue upsetting you then we can‘t possibly help!

Summary of Issues:
1 issue on school bus

Dealt with by Assistant Principal in charge of buses.

12 issues with other pupils

Dealt with by Year Achievement Co-ordinator/Pastoral Manager

4 concerns over school
environment/procedures

Dealt with by Form Tutor/Pastoral Manager

4 out of school issues

Dealt with by Year Achievement Co-ordinator/Pastoral Manager

LOST PROPERTY
Items of lost property are taken to the reception.
Named items can, of course, be more easily
returned to the rightful owner. Lost property is now
displayed outside the main college reception at
lunch times, giving pupils a daily chance to reclaim
any missing items.
Parents/carers who wish to come and view lost
property should telephone reception (0116 2863722)
to make arrangements to come and
do so after college.
Due to the volume of lost
property, anything remaining after
2 weeks will be donated to charity

HOLIDAY DATES FOR 2012-2013
Spring Term 2013
School closes:

22 March 2013

Summer Term 2013
School opens:
May Day:
Mid-term break:
School closes:

8 April 2013
6 May 2013
27 May to 31 May 2013
12 July 2013

Identity Cards (Catering Cards)
Don‘t forget you can now put money onto student‘s cards using our online
service. It is a secure system that is quick and easy to use.
To transfer the money to their card, all the student needs to do is put their card into the loader.
If you have not yet registered and need another copy of your log in details, please contact the
College Office.
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BROCKINGTON NEWS
A Place to Grow
Many of you may have seen on the news and in the Leicester Mercury that ‗A Place to
Grow‘, where Brockington College has their allotments, has suffered a major loss recently
when vandals set fire to the out buildings which housed all the tools and equipment, causing
thousands of pounds worth of damage.
‗A Place to Grow‘ has been established for over five years now and has achieved great success, winning
several awards. A piece of wasteland has been transformed into a peaceful haven by the various groups
who tend the plots, which include children, disabled and the mentally ill.
But that is only half the story. Fruits and vegetables are not the only things grown over there. Many people
have been helped by ‗A Place to Grow‘ - in particular, various members of the public have benefitted greatly
by being involved with the gardening scheme which offers opportunities to socialise, learn new skills, and
more importantly give their lives a goal and new purpose. Many people have flourished
alongside the flowers and vegetables, including our students. It would be a tragedy if that
were to stop now - which is why we are asking for your help. If you have any tools or
equipment you would like to donate, please bring them in to Brockington College for the
attention of Miss L Reynolds or Mrs J Salt.
Many thanks for your support. Lesley Reynolds & Jane Salt.

Sky Sports Living for Sport Teacher of the Year Finalist
Lesley Reynolds, Senior Teaching Assistant at Brockington College, has
been shortlisted for the Sky Sports Living for Sport Teacher of the Year Award, which recognises
the successful way UK secondary schools have used sport to inspire young people in 2012.
Lesley stood out as a shining example because of her dedication to helping change her students‘
lives through sport. Lesley has been integral in organising Brockington College‘s successful Sky
Sports Living for Sport project which has had a major impact on their students‘ lives.
Lesley believes that sport can be used to transform lives and her commitment to the initiative has
led to over 150 pupils having the chance to participate in Sky Sports Living for Sport projects. In
particular, she works with those pupils who are disengaged with school life or struggling either
academically or personally, teaching them sporting skills which can help them to improve their lives.
Lesley has shown great creativity and has organised a range of sport-led projects, from traditional
sports such as tennis and football to boxing, cheerleading and self-defence. Lesley is energetic
and highly committed to ensuring pupils at the school develop into happy, confident young adults.
We wish Lesley the best of luck when she attends the national Awards ceremony at Sky Studios in
London on Friday 15 March 2013, where the winner will be presented with the Sky Sports Living
for Sport Teacher of the Year Award 2012 by Olympic gold medal winning sprinter and Sky Sports
Living for Sport ambassador Darren Campbell.
The Teacher of the Year 2012 and two runner-ups will win £2,000 and £1,000 respectively towards
their school‘s next Sky Sports Living for Sport project.
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Drama and Music News
Musical Instrument Lessons

Here at Brockington College, we recognise the importance that learning to play a musical instrument can have
on a young adult. It can help to promote a sense of self-discipline, self-esteem and enhance self-expression/
creativity. We, therefore, encourage as many pupils as possible to start and learn a musical instrument.
Due to the Leicester-shire Arts in Education no longer being able to provide lessons for us, our instrumental lessons will be
provided by a team of fabulous private instrumental teachers for the year 2012-2013, and all teachers have options for
individual and group lessons to make finding the right type of lesson for your child easier. All teachers have previously
worked for the Leicester-Shire Music Service and, as part of the new structure of instrumental teaching, they have all been
added to the County Council Associated Teachers Register.
If you are interested in booking lessons for your child then please contact the teacher of the instrument you are interested
in as listed below. They will then send out their information and contracts in order to start lessons with them. No lessons
will be booked through the school.
If you have any questions, please contact me at the school on 0116 286 3722 or via email ams@brockington.leics.sch.uk
Instrument

Name of Teacher

Contact details for the teacher

Flute

Ms Teresa Bexon

01455 239373
07791456054
tjbmusic@talktalk.net

Keyboard, piano

Mr Ian Maw

ianmaw@tiscali.co.uk

Drum kit
Guitar (electric, bass & classical)

Mr Adam Stringer
Mr Dave Jobson

07941 549962
0116 2920622
07948 402728
guitarlessons@tiscali.co.uk

Singing

Mrs Sarah Woodhall

07866015774

Clarinet, saxophone

Mr Patrick White

Patrick.White@leics.gov.uk

Cornet, Trombone, Baritone, French Horn

Mr Alex Crutchley

latheduckap@hotmail.co.uk

Violin, Viola

Ms Sally Smith

sasviolinviola@hotmail.co.uk

Music Extra-curricular Activities - Spring Term
Time/Day

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

12.45 1.05 pm

Brockington Choir
Room 024

Dance Ejay Club
Room 022

Keyboard Club
Room 024

Dance Ejay Club
Room 022

Music Theory
Class Room 024

Brockington
Orchestra

Summer Show
Practice

Summer Show
Practice

3.30 4.30 pm

Performance Celebration!

Year 7 – ‘Sing!’ Friday 8th February 2013 - Through this first five weeks of the Spring term 2013, all of year 7 pupils at
Brockington College learnt how to sing ‗Sing!‘ written by Gary Barlow, a song from the countries of the Commonwealth to
celebrate the Queen‘s Diamond Jubilee in 2012.
All pupils learnt to sing the melody and harmony parts of the song; a group of pupils played percussion instruments
authentic to those used in Africa; a group of seven soloists performed all the solo parts, and a group of pupils were in
charge of taking pictures and video captures of all classes rehearsing and performing.
We had some very special guests join us for the performance too: The Emmanuel Gospel Choir! They were awesome and
joined in with the harmony parts, without any rehearsal! We are so grateful to them and look forward very much to working
with them again in the future.
So, what are we going to do with our pictures and video clips? We‘re going to make our very own DVD of us singing with a
montage of clips taken during lessons and in performance. This will be available for all to see on the school website, along
with all of the pictures taken during the project. But even more special, is that we contacted Gary Barlow and Gareth
Malone to invite them to our performance. Sadly, they were both busy and couldn‘t make it but have both asked for a copy
of the DVD for them to watch and they have promised to write back to us saying what they think. Very exciting news!

Leicestershire’s Got Talent
Well done to the following pupils who have entered the Leicestershire‘s Got Talent competition for 2013. No news on how
well we‘ve done yet, but all performances were great no matter whether you got through or not. Well done!
Joe Crofts 9K, Hannah Jones 7N, Ellie Portas 9K, Tommy Wood 9K, Kieran Goodson 9O, and Sofia Vassallo 8K.

Future Performances:

Wednesday 13th March 2013 - Brockington Family of Schools Choral Project – two performances, times to be confirmed;
tickets will be available from Mrs Shaw at Brockington College and also at each of the primary schools involved in the
performance.
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Drama
News
Drama London Trip
On 28 and 29
November, 44 Year 9
students embarked
upon a fun packed
two days visiting
London and its
theatres as part of
our extra curriculum
learning for Drama.

After a
visit to
Windsor
on the
way and a
quick
change of
clothes
at our
Wembley
Hotel, we
headed
out for
our
evening in the capital city. After a lovely meal, we travelled to the
Queen’s Theatre to watch ‘Les Miserables’, which was absolutely
superb. The next day saw us take in the sights with a flight on the
London Eye, a trip to Covent Garden to marvel at the street
entertainers and an awesome performance of ‘Shrek – The Musical’. The trip was fantastic and I would
like to congratulate every single student for their excellent behaviour and conduct at all times during the
two days. It was fab! Well done Year 9! Ms Broadfield.

Bugsy Malone Summer Show June 2013
A huge ‘well done’ to all of those pupils in Year 7, 8 and 9 who have auditioned to be part of this year’s
summer show ‘Bugsy Malone’. The standard was so high that casting was virtually impossible! For all those
who have been awarded a part, please ensure that you can attend rehearsals every Wednesday night
from 3.10 pm until 4.20 pm. It’s going to be brilliant.

Drama Groups within the Community
Massive congratulations to all those of you who are taking part in Drama outside of school. I know that
lots of you have been starring in performances and having a brilliant time. Keep up the good work – I am
really proud of all of you! Please come along and see me if you would like any further details regarding

outside of school Drama Clubs. I have lots of information for you if you would like to get involved.
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MONTHLY MATHS CHALLENGE
Congratulations to our overall winner for December - Mollie Greenwood 7L and our winners for
January: MINDBENDER – Guillaume Preston 7K, CREATIVE Challenge – Erin Saunders 7L. Well done
to all who took part and now have earned commendations and points towards their 'carrot' stickers :)
Mrs Howgate
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Trip to the Curve Theatre
Design and Technology and Drama joined forces to offer a cross curricular trip to the Curve Theatre.
The pupils were given the opportunity to explore all the different areas involved in being part of a
theatre from casting to set design.
We began with a tour of the theatre, visiting the
dressing rooms, the stage, behind the stage, the
music studio, lighting, rehearsal rooms and
costume design rooms. The pupils were able to
question the stage manager and find out more
about all areas of the theatre.
Music
production?

Performing?
Design?
Dance?

The pupils were then split into groups and went to different
workshops:
Marketing—Focusing on advertising and how the Curve
promotes itself and the shows.
Casting—Looking at how casting directors choose actors/
actresses for roles the pupils had to judge an audition.
Set design/props—Looking at how the sets/props are created
and designed. The pupils had a go at designing scenes for
the plays Hamlet and The Tempest.
Technical Theatre—Focusing on lighting and how this is set
up and created for different productions.
The pupils found the day valuable and learnt a lot about the
vast range of careers available in this industry. Below are
some comments from the pupils:―The day was interesting and very educational‖ Martha
Causier
―I had a great time especially designing the stage
setting‖ Isaac Rolfe
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LSLSSP Area Badminton Tournament
The under 14 boys team consisting of Martin
Beynon 7O, Tom Lund 7O, Sahil Jahangir 9R,
and Stefan Grubisic 9R travelled to Bushloe High
School to play in the LSLSSP area Badminton
tournament sponsored by Center Parcs and
emerged as winners after beating all the other
entrants.
Pictured are the Boys with their trophy.
They went on to represent Blaby and Harborough
at the County Finals.

5 February County Finals
The boys played very well in the County Finals on
the 5 February and finished a very creditable
5th/6th place. Mr Baker.

Year 9 - Hockey Results 19 February
Drew 1-1
Lost 2-0
Lost 1-0
Lost 1-0

Lutterworth High
Kibworth
Leicester Grammar School
Welland Park

(Player of the match – Erin Hall)
(Player of the match – Ellie Cowe)
(Player of the match – Erin Hall)
(Player of the match – Hannah Franks)
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Brockington Ski Trip 2013
At 2:20 pm on 25
January 2013, 77
pupils and 11
members of staff
departed
Brockington College;
roughly 22 hours
later we arrived at
the beautiful resort
of Claviere, Italy.
The evening then
was filled with
unpacking, ski
equipment fitting,
food and general
relaxation for the
day ahead.
The next 5 days
involved an early
rise at 7.15 am,
ready for 2 hours of hard skiing in the morning, a quick pit stop for lunch before being back out on the slopes for another
2 hours skiing. Whilst skiing, the weather was bright, sunny and excellent skiing conditions. On the odd morning where
skiing was less easy due to icy conditions, all pupils battled on with the constant determination to do well. Especially the
first day, with a 3 hour beginner‘s lesson; this was the first time the majority of pupils, and some staff, had worn skis, and
the fall count was high! But, everyone took this in their stride, and continued with the level of determination that would set
the bar for the next few days. It was noticed, amongst instructors and staff alike, how determined our pupils were to
improve. Their hard work paid off with all students coming off the slopes happy at each day‘s achievements. The most
exciting, and probably tiring, day of all was Thursday. The majority of the pupils took the chair lift to neighbouring
Montgenèvre, over the border into France. This was a tough, gruelling day, but one that all participants enjoyed fully and
discussed well into the next day!
After each full day of skiing, the pupils had an
organised activity for the evening, these ranged from
quizzes to a disco, even ice skating on an open air
tennis court!
The week went extremely fast and it was soon Friday,
the day of our return. After a morning of skiing, and
lunch at the hotel, we boarded the coaches for the
return journey. 23 hours later we all arrived back at
Brockington College very tired but eager to tell stories
of the week to friends and family.

Pupil Report Ski Trip Claviere 2013
Friday 25th January, Brockington College finally set off to Claviere for a week packed full of fun! Two coaches full of
excited kids departed from school. We were on the coach for 22 hours altogether and a ferry for 1 and a half. When we
finally got there we were even more stunned at the sights of the snowy mountains. The hotel wasn’t too bad considering
it was a 2 star hotel. We all ate lunch, and then we got our rooms and keys. Next we relaxed and group by group we
went to the boot room to get our ski boots, our skis, and helmets. After all of this we had dinner then were allowed to go
to our rooms and relax for the rest of the night, so we were ready for tomorrow’s first skiing lesson.
The next morning, all pupils were awoken with a bang on the door. We went downstairs and sat down for breakfast,
knowing the fun we had ahead of us. Our ski lesson had started, it was 2 hours long on the first day, it was absolutely
amazing. We then went for lunch. After lunch we went back to our rooms and got freshened up for dinner, but before we
had free time! We were allowed to go out in Italy to the shops and buy sweets and souvenirs for our family. Our evening
entertainment was karaoke at the local pub. Our other evening entertainments were ice skating, disco, quiz and football
table tournament. At our evening dinner the ‘wally of the day’ was announced and they had to wear a silly hat.
Overall this was the best school trip we have ever been on . By Nellie Goodwin, Leanne Baraclough, Paige Rowell.
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BROCKINGTON COMMUNITY

Don’t send your unwanted textiles to Land Fill,
give them to us and together with ecokids we will raise
bags of money!
£££££££££££££££££££££

ecokids will give us £600.00 for every tonne of

unwanted goods, so please bring in good quality clean
clothes, soft toys, pairs of shoes, bedding, curtains and hand bags.

The more we collect, the more we make!
£££££££££££££££££££££

We now have a Textile Bank situated on the school main car park.
Sainsbury’s Active Kids
2013 Vouchers
Once again the school is collecting
‘Sainsbury’s Active Kids’ vouchers.
There is a collection box in the main school Reception.
The campaign runs from
Wednesday 30 January to
Wednesday 22 May 2013.
Last year the school did really
well and was able to order several extra items for the PE
Department.
So, don’t forget to bring them in!

Springboard Local
Finals For
East Midlands
South
Orla Canavan (9T) came third in the
Springboard Local Finals for
East Midlands South, cooking at
Loughborough College in January.

Christmas Cards for
Recycling
Thank you to everyone
who sent in their Christmas cards
for recycling.
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Brockington College’s Artificial Grass Pitch
Our full size 3G pitch can be used for football and training for a range of sports and is fully floodlit
and covered by CCTV. The rubber crumb pitch is available to hire any evening of the week, (where
spaces in the timetable permit) for casual pay and play use, as well as weekly team training. The pitch
can be hired by the third or in its entirety, (our thirds are approximately three times the size of
some operators’ small sided pitches). We also hire out the facility on Saturday and Sunday too if you
need a surface that won’t get muddy in winter! Whether you want a pitch for a one off football game
or need a pitch to train on a weekly basis, we offer competitive prices and a state of the art playing
surface to suit your sporting needs.

For more information, please contact Steve Buck (lettings@brockington.leics.sch.uk)
or 0116 286 3722 for availability and prices.

Artificial Grass Pitch Sponsors
are:-

Narborough & Littlethorpe Action Group
Parents and Friends of Brockington College

HOLIDAY DATES FOR 2013-2014
29 August 2013
21 to 25 October 2013
20 December 2013

We offer a variety of daytime and evening
classes for adults in the following curriculum
areas: Arts, Care & Vocational, Sports,
Languages, Skills for Life and IT. Courses we are offering include
new ‗5‘ week Botanical Drawing and Painting, Ballet, ITQ
Computer Workshop and Textiles Courses.

7 January 2014
17 to 21 February 2014
11 April 2014

If you are interested in joining a course, or would like some more
information or advice on courses throughout the county, please do
not hesitate to contact the Central Enrolment Team: Freephone
0800 988 0308.

Autumn Term 2013
School opens:
Mid-term break:
School closes:

Spring Term 2014
School opens:
Mid-term break:
School closes:

Summer Term 2014
School opens:
May Day:
Mid-term break:
School closes:

Adult Learning at Brockington

28 April 2014
5 May 2014
26 May to 30 May 2014
11 July 2014

FREE ENGLISH, MATHS and ICT courses for Adults. For terms
and conditions see the Leicestershire Adult Learning Website:
www.leics.gov.uk/golearn
Up to 100% discount for those in receipt of benefits – please ring
for further information 0800 988 0308.
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